Assignment 1
Search, Classify, and Summarize

Draft for peer due Apr. 23, 2014, 6:00 AM  
Peer review Apr. 23–28, 2014  
Final submission due Apr. 30, 2014 6:00 AM  
Group size: 6–7

Description
In this assignment, you will practice skills in literature research: acquiring research papers, classifying research papers, and summarize research papers.

Task
1. **Paper acquisition:** You will acquire papers from the proceedings of recent CHI, UIST, Mobile HCI, ITS, and ASSETS conference from ACM digital library for this task. Each group will acquire paper in one of the following topic: text entry on touchscreens, text entry on mobile devices, or text entry for users with disability. (Topic to be assigned by an email from Chat.) Acquire one paper per each team member. (6 papers for a team of 6) Use the following two strategies for the acquisition:
   a. **Breadth-first:** Scan the latest year of the conferences (2013) for the papers that match your topic. Read the title (and may be abstract) to confirm this. Acquire at least two papers for this strategy.
   b. **Depth-first:** For each paper you acquired from the first strategy, check its bibliography and track down previous works that are important for the arguments in the paper (usually those are cited in Related Work section). Apply the same method to the paper you acquired to track the ancestor line. E.g., for a team of six, you will have four papers in this category.

2. **Paper lineage visualization:** Create a directed graph showing the relationship among the selected paper. Label each node of the graph with the name of the first author, conference, and year. Label each node with a short description how each of the predecessor paper supports the argument in the subsequent papers.

It is possible that your graph is a forest, imbalanced, or have complex relationships similar to the graph on the right.
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3. **Paper classification:** For each of paper you retrieved from Breadth-first strategy (1.a.), classify the research approaches and contribution type the authors attempted to make. Read the introduction and the conclusion section as well as skimming the overall structure of the paper to find the cues. Create a table similar to the following to summarize your classification.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Article</th>
<th>Research approach</th>
<th>Contribution type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wacharamanotham et al., CHI '14</td>
<td>Empirical</td>
<td>Empirical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subramanian et al. UIST '06</td>
<td>Engineering &amp; Design, Empirical</td>
<td>Artifact, Empirical</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. **Paper summarization:** Pick three papers from your set and write a 30-word contributions and benefits statement. (See the guide and examples in the link section.) Copying the statement directly from conference proceedings will be considered as plagiarism.

**Submission**

**Draft for peer review:** Prepare one Google Document containing all of your submission material and set the permission to allow anyone who has the link to comment. Do not include the name of members in this document. Send the link to chat@cs.rwth-aachen.de with the subject “A01 draft”. See the due date above.

**Peer review:** You will receive a link to the submissions that you have to review. Add comments to the document to give the feedback within the duration above. During this duration, do not modify your own draft, as there may be multiple peer groups giving the feedback to your work.

**Final submission:**
1. Add the names and matriculation numbers of team members to the document.
2. Add a section “Peer feedback rating”. Rate the quality of peer feedback from 1 (worst) to 5 (best). You may, optionally, add free-text feedback for the peer feedback here as well.
3. Create a PDF file.
4. Send it to chat@cs.rwth-aachen.de with the subject “A01 Final Submission”. See the due date above.

**Links**
- CHI: http://dl.acm.org/event.cfm?id=RE151&tab=pubs
- UIST: http://dl.acm.org/event.cfm?id=RE172&tab=pubs
- Mobile HCI: http://dl.acm.org/event.cfm?id=RE395&tab=pubs
- ITS: http://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=2512349
- ASSETS: http://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=2513383